
 
 
 

Proposed alignment of unit standards with 
Hairdressing qualifications 2411 and 2413 

 
 
 
 
 

New Zealand Certificate in Hairdressing (Level 3) [Ref: 2411] - 120 Credits 
 

GPO Credits Standards with content that aligns with the outcomes Credits 

1. Communicate and interact 
appropriately with clients, peers 
and supervisors within the salon, 
and undertake reception duties 
such as making appointments to 
support the profitability of a salon 

5 New25, Apply knowledge of salon services 5 

2. Apply underpinning hairdressing 
theory and practice to perform 
limited scope client consultations, 
including hair and scalp analysis 

10 2873, Demonstrate knowledge of trichology 
New5, Demonstrate knowledge of common scalp conditions 

5 
5 

3. Apply and remove shampoo, 
conditioner, and treatments, and 
remove colour from clients’ hair 
and scalp 

5 New2, Demonstrate knowledge and perform shampoo and treatments to the 
hair and scalp 
New11, Apply elementary oxidative colouring products to, and remove them 
from, the hair and scalp 

5 
 

6 

4. Recommend home hair care products 
to meet a range of client needs 

5 This outcome is integrated across other standards  

5. Apply knowledge of hair shape, form, 
texture and direction to perform 
hair styling tasks using a range of 
techniques and styling tools 

30 New3, Blow wave hair 
New9, Demonstrate knowledge of hair fashion trends of the 20th Century 
New15, Demonstrate knowledge of elementary hair design fundamentals 
New16, Finger wave and pin curl hair 
New24, Create a hairstyle using thermal styling tools 

8 
3 
8 
4 
8 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
6. Use and maintain cutting tools to 

demonstrate basic cutting techniques 
25 New6, Demonstrate knowledge of hair cutting fundamentals 

New20, Perform elementary hair cutting services 
New22, Demonstrate knowledge of fundamental hairdressing design elements and 
principles 

8 
10 
5 

7. Follow instructions to undertake a 
range of colouring and de-colouring 
services, and assist with chemical 
reformation services 

35 New11, Apply elementary oxidative colouring products to, and remove them from, the 
hair and scalp (also applies to O3) 
New13, Demonstrate knowledge of elementary colouring services 
New14, Demonstrate knowledge of permanent colour selection 
New17, Demonstrate knowledge of chemical reformation neutralising processes and 
their effect on the hair shaft 
New19, Demonstrate knowledge of the chemical reformation process for straightening 
and waving hair 
19793, Highlight and/or lowlight hair using elementary techniques 

5 
 

8 
8 
5 

 

5 
 

5 

8. Meet the personal hygiene, 
presentation, health, safety, and 
environmental requirements of 
a salon 

5 New26, Apply knowledge of professional practice in the salon environment 5 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

New Zealand Certificate in Hairdressing (Professional Stylist) (Level 4) [Ref: 2413] - 120 Credits 
 

Graduate profile outcomes Credits Standards with content that aligns with the outcomes Credits 

1. Provide client consultation, diagnosis, 
care and advice to establish a plan 
for future hair treatment services 
and home hair care as a professional 
hairstylist 

25 All units have this intergrated  

2. Apply hairdressing theory and 
practice to safely and professionally 
complete a broad range of integrated, 
current, fashion services to meet 
client requirements, including cutting, 
styling, colouring, colour correction, 
and chemical reformation 

75 2884, Cut hair into foundation forms with scissors and clippers 
2889, Lighten and tone a full head of hair 
2892, Permanently wave hair 
27593, Dress long hair 
28849, Demonstrate knowledge of lightening and the lightening process 
New4, Set hair to create volume, direction and movement 
New7, Demonstrate knowledge of advanced hair cutting 
New8, Relax hair using chemical reformation New12, Select and apply fashion 
permanent hair colour 
New10, Perform a full-head highlighting and toning service 
New18, Demonstrate knowledge of additive removal and colour correction for hair 
New21, Use a range of integrated cutting techniques to create a fashion look 
New23, Demonstrate knowledge of design fundamentals for constructing hairstyles 

20 
10 
6 
8 
5 
10 
6 
6 
8 
5 
8 
8 

3. Manage multiple integrated 
client hairdressing services in 
a timely manner to support 
a salon’s profitability 

20 New1 Capstone, Apply hairdressing services to meet commercial workplace 
requirements 
New27, Salon revenue and employer expectations 

25 
 

4 

 


